
 
 

NEW CHRISTIE MATRIX S+2K PROJECTOR PURPOSE-BUILT TO MEET 
CHALLENGING SIMULATION DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS 

 
Innovative Technology Provides Exceptional Image Reproduction and Clarity 

 
I/ITSEC/Orlando, FL – (November 28, 2005) – Christie introduces its newest projector, the 
Christie Matrix S+2K, a flexible and feature-rich solution for use on its own or as part of a Christie 
TotalVIEW™ simulation display system.  An ideal replacement for existing CRT-based displays, 
the 2500-lumens Christie Matrix S+2K provides superb contrast ratio for realistic image 
reproduction and clarity. With its Xenon® illumination system and purpose-built simulation 
features such as RGB color matching, full control of gamma curves and less than one frame of 
propagation delay, the Christie Matrix S+2K is ideal for applications that utilize complex projector 
arrays. The quiet, compact design makes this SXGA+ DLP® projector a superior simulation 
solution.   
 
As a replacement strategy for existing CRT simulation systems, the Matrix S+2K features a Color 
Purity Filter (CPF™) that provides improved color saturation, color matching and greater black 
levels for unsurpassed day and night scene blending.  Utilizing 10-bit image processing and high 
quality optics, the Matrix S+2K produces crisp, clean images.  The Christie Matrix S+2K delivers 
advanced edge-blending and image warping using the internal ChristieTWIST™ module, which 
comes standard on all Matrix Series projectors.  
 
With a full lens suite that offers a short lens option, coupled with a smaller form factor, the Christie 
Matrix S+2K projector can easily fit into the most spatially-challenged of installations.  It can be 
used in a range of applications, including military and civil flight simulation, ground vehicle 
driving and heavy machinery simulation, ship bridge simulation, air traffic control, architecture, 
engineering and construction, research and development, and entertainment.  
 
“The Matrix S+2K adds another powerful projector to the Christie arsenal of versatile, high-
performance simulation solutions.  It is part of our TotalVIEW initiatives that provide customers 
with the most comprehensive products and services available, backed by consummate industry 
knowledge and expertise,” noted David Fluegeman, Vice President, Visual Environments. 

About Christie 
Christie designs, builds and integrates customized visual solutions to meet the most exacting visual 
requirements of organizations within energy, military training and simulation, manufacturing and 
design, pharmaceutical, aerospace, government agencies, and entertainment sectors. Christie sets 
the benchmark for high performance DLP® projection systems used in advanced visualization as 
well as simulation environments. Christie solutions are found in major global corporations such as 
Airbus Industries, Boeing, Canadian Marine Institute, Daimler Chrysler, Fraunhofer Institute, 
General Motors, Italian Army, Los Alamos National Laboratories, NASA, Shell, U.S. Air Force 
and the University of Illinois, Urbana. For more information about Christie and its diverse array of 
visual environments solutions, visit www.christiedigital.com. 
DLP® is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments. 
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